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Introduction

This presentation summarizes our implementation of

the NCGMP09 database design in student mapping

projects in our research group at UTK

Highlighting:

• Increased productivity in the field

• Interoperability of the datasets, ease of compilation

• Furthering the technological development of the

future geologic mapping community

• Use of a standardized data model allows the students

to focus on geology, not the technical aspects of

geodatabase design.



User Profile

• Incoming graduate student
    (occasionally an advanced undergraduate student)

– Strong interest in structural geology
• Completed courses in structural geology and

tectonics

– Focus on field mapping techniques
• Completed an accredited field camp to learn

basic skills associated with gathering
measurements and how to interpret them

– Basic understanding of GIS
• Completed an undergraduate course in GIS



My goal

I strive to educate students on the best
methods, techniques, and technology to
accomplish the detailed mapping portion of
their research.

Over the last 4 years, our mapping program
has transformed from a very traditional style
(employed for over 40 years by our mentor
Dr. Robert D. Hatcher Jr., with the addition
of computer drafting in the last 15-20 years),
to a modern system of capture, plot, draft,
analyze, and publish.



Traditional mapping…
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… has its disadvantages

• Can often be long period of time between field

observations and compilation/interpretation

• Disparate repositories of info: field book,

several field sheets, spreadsheet, graphics

file, etc.

• Time consuming to extract information from

maps and tables

• Difficult to repurpose or compile information

from multiple resources



The modern approach…
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The modern approach…



…also had disadvantages

• Lack of structure after capture
– Lots of shapefiles, folders, ancillary files, etc.

– No naming conventions being used

– No consistent schema for derived datasets:
contacts and faults, map unit polygons, etc.
were a mess.

• Still difficult to compile
– Incorrect or unknown spatial references

– Schema and attribution differences = difficultly
applying consistent symbology

• OVERALL => INCONSISTENT



Why NCGMP09?

• GDB design “heavy lifting” has been done! Well-

vetted structure, created by geologists for geologists

• Relatively easy for students to read documentation

and understand where the pieces go

• Less time spent trying to learn technical aspects of

database design

• Geodatabase allows for better data management,

helps keep project data organized

• All student mapping projects are built using same

schema:

– Students are speaking the same language

– Interoperability: eases collaboration, compilation

– Teaches them good habits for future projects



Mapping with NCGMP09…
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Mapping with NCGMP09…

Compiled from over a dozen individual maps, all of which were digitized

in, or converted to, an NCGMP09-compliant geodatabase. Thanks to

matching schemas and consistent attribution, preparing the compiled

map was sped up considerably.



Final thoughts on NCGMP09…

• Interoperability!

• Collaboration!

• Reinforces good data

organization habits!
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Ultimately allowing scientists to do…

BETTER SCIENCE!



Thank you for your timeThank you for your time

and attention!and attention!

Questions?Questions?


